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1 Introduction

• Background: Successive cyclicity
Movement out of a nite clause proceeds successive cyclically, making pit stops
in intermediate positions:

(1) Who did Blanche say [who that Dorothy thought [who that Rose sawwho ] ]?

7

• Reflexes of movement

– In many languages, A-movement leaves reflexes along the path of movement,
which manifest in a variety of ways:
∗ Semantic: scope, binding, de re/de dicto (i.e. reconstruction eects)
∗ Syntactic: copying, stranding, inversion
∗ Morphological: morpheme changes
∗ Phonological: tone changes
∗ Addition, deletion, or replacement of an exponent

– Reexes can occur either (i) in the intermediate or nal landing sites (phrasal
reflexes) or (ii) on the head triggering the movement step (head reflexes).

– Phrasal reexes can be analyzed as copy spell-out or stranding of parts of the
moved XP, but such an analysis does not readily extend to head reexes.

⇒ Georgi (2017) is concerned with head reexes that involve an agree-relation
between a head and the moving XP.1 1 Sometimes this relation can

be indirect: H triggers the
movement of XP, H agrees
with XP, H agrees with a
lower Y, and this string of
relations inuences the real-
ization of Y.

✳ Paerns of reflexes of long A-movement

(2) a. P1: Reex in the nal and nonnal clauses

[S1 . . . [HP XP [H H-R . . . [S2 . . .H-R . . . [S3 . . .H-R . . . XP ] ] ] ] ]

b. P2: Reex only in the nal clause

[S1 . . . [HP XP [H H-R . . . [S2 . . .H . . . [S3 . . .H . . . XP ] ] ] ] ]

c. P3: Reex only in nonnal clauses

[S1 . . . [HP XP [H H . . . [S2 . . .H-R . . . [S3 . . .H-R . . . XP ] ] ] ] ]

d. P4: No reex in any clause

[S1 . . . [HP XP [H H . . . [S2 . . .H . . . [S3 . . .H . . . XP ] ] ] ] ]

– In some languages, P4 involves a default agreement exponent, which signals that
agree occurred and failed.2 2 Preminger (2011, 2014)

– Capturing P2 and P3 will require some means of dierentiating nal and non-
nal landing sites (in the narrow syntax), which Georgi does in terms of edge
features.

– There are also mixed patterns and optionality: P1 and P2 (mixed); P1 and P3
(mixed); P3 or P4 (optionality); P1 or P2 (optionality).
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⇒ While there are analyses of individual phenomena involving movement reexes in
the previous literature, Georgi (2017) provides a unied analysis of them, in terms of
ordering of merge and agree.3 3 This paper is a summary of

Georgi (2014).
• Roadmap

1. Georgi’s (2017) proposal

2. Examples of the various patterns and how the proposal accounts for them

3. Alternatives analyses from the literature

4. Broader implications

2 Proposal

• Assumptions

1. merge is triggered by [●f●], and agree is triggered by [⋆f:◻⋆].4 4 Heck and Müller (2007)

2. agree is between a head H and [Spec, HP] (therefore, upwards).

3. Intermediate movement steps are driven by [●ef●].

• Aside: Upwards and downwards agree

– The probe initiates agree ([⋆f:◻⋆]); the goal is what the probe targets ([f:v]).

– Downwards agree: probe c–commands the goal, valuation is upwards5 5 e.g. Chomsky (2000, 2001)

– Upwards agree: goal c–commands the probe, valuation is downwards6 6 Baker (2008); Wurmbrand
(2012); Zeijlstra (2012)

(3) Downwards agree

HP

H
[⋆f:◻⋆]

⋮

⋮ ⋮

XP
[f:v]

⋮

(4) Upwards agree

⋮

XP
[f:v]

⋮

⋮ HP

H
[⋆f:◻⋆]

⋮

– There is (was?) a debate about whether agree is upwards or downwards. As far
as I can tell, the debate settled on agree being downwards.7 7 Preminger (2013)

– Georgi relies on Spec-Head agree, not true upwards agree. Spec-Head agree
can be analyzed in terms of cyclic downwards agree.8 8 Rezac (2003)

✳ Proposal

– merge and agree are extrinsically ordered. More specically, the features that
trigger merge and agree are extrinsically ordered.

– merge ≻ agree: feeding of agreement

– agree ≻ merge: counterfeeding of agreement

– These ordering statements are language-wide, but can be overwritten by lexically-
specied orderings.
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✳ Possible orderings of internal Merge triggers and a probe feature

(5)

• With downwards agree
The core of the analysis holds under downwards agree, but such an analysis must
somehow block agree with an in-situ operator.

(6) a. P1: [⋆f:◻⋆] ≻ [●f●], [●ef●]

b. P2: [●ef●] ≻ [⋆f:◻⋆] ≻ [●f●]

c. P3: [●f●] ≻ [⋆f:◻⋆] ≻ [●ef●]

d. P4: [●f●], [●ef●] ≻ [⋆f:◻⋆]

3 Application

3.1 P1: Reex in the nal and nonnal clauses

(7) [S1 . . . [HP XP [H H-R . . . [S2 . . .H-R . . . [S3 . . .H-R . . . XP ] ] ] ] ]

• Example: Wolof u-chains
Every C head along the path of A-movement agrees in class with the moved XP:9,10 9 For references for the data,

see Georgi (2017).

10 cl = class marker
frc = force marker

(8)

(9) Analysis

[●wh●], [●ef●] ≻ [⋆class:◻⋆]

a. Features on C (nonnal step)

H [ [●ef●]
[⋆class:◻⋆] ]
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b. Features on C (nal step)

H [ [●wh●]
[⋆class:◻⋆] ]

• Other examples of P1

– Irish complementizer selection in aL-chains

– Chamorro case agreement on the verb

– Indonesian/Malay meN- deletion

– Kikuyu downstep deletion

– Spanish and Belfast English subject-auxiliary inversion

3.2 P2: Reex only in the nal clause

(10) [S1 . . . [HP XP [H H-R . . . [S2 . . .H . . . [S3 . . .H . . . XP ] ] ] ] ]

• Example: Duala no-marking
If a non-subject XP is A-moved, the marker no is inserted after the rst verbal
element (in T), but only in the nal clause:11 11 foc = focus marker

(11)

(12) Analysis

[●wh●] ≻ [⋆op:◻⋆] ≻ [●ef●]

a. Features on C (nonnal step)

H [ [⋆op:◻⋆]
[●ef●] ]

b. Features on C (nal step)

H [ [●wh●]
[⋆op:◻⋆] ]

• Other examples of P2

– Chamorro complementizer agreement

– Ewe subject pronoun choice

– Indonesian focus marking

– Bùlì complementizer agreement
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– Hausa relative tense marking

– Moore deletion of a verbal sux

– Haitian Creole complementizer selection

3.3 P3: Reex only in nonnal clauses

(13) [S1 . . . [HP XP [H H . . . [S2 . . .H-R . . . [S3 . . .H-R . . . XP ] ] ] ] ]

• Example: Kiitharaka focus marking
The prex n- attaches to the verb in all nonnal clauses crossed by A-movement,
but never in the nal clause:12 12 foc = focus marker

fv = nal vowel
perf = perfective
sm = subject marker

(14)

(15) Analysis

[●ef●] ≻ [⋆op:◻⋆] ≻ [●wh●]13 13 [op] is an abstract feature
on operators.

a. Features on v (nonnal step)

H [ [●ef●]
[⋆op:◻⋆] ]

b. Features on v (nal step)

H [ [⋆op:◻⋆]
[●wh●] ]

• Interestingly, Kiitharaka allows for partial wh-movement. In this context, the pre-
verbal focus marker cannot appear above the overt landing site of the wh-phrase:

(16)

• Other examples of P3

– Dinka ke-marking

– Wolof complementizer agreement in an-chains

– German obligatory extraposition
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3.4 P4: No reex in any clause

(17) [S1 . . . [HP XP [H H . . . [S2 . . .H . . . [S3 . . .H . . . XP ] ] ] ] ]

• In languages with no reexes of movement, e.g. English, either:

– there are no probes on movement-triggering heads, or

– there are probes on movement-triggering heads, but [⋆f:◻⋆] is ordered rst:

(18) Analysis

[⋆f:◻⋆] ≻ [●f●], [●ef●]

a. Features on C (nonnal step)

H [ [⋆f:◻⋆]
[●ef●] ]

b. Features on C (nal step)

H [ [⋆f:◻⋆]
[●f●] ]

14 expl = expletive (default
class marker)

• Wolof an-chains

– In Wolof an-chains, nonnal complementizers agree in class with the moved XP
(P3), but this agreement is optional (P4). When the complementizer does not
agree, there is a default class marker.14

(19)

– The form of the complementizer ‘root’ is predictable: a is the default realization
of C, and u reects agreement with an indenite.

– Georgi takes the default class marker as an indication that agree happened, but
failed. The failed agree results in a default exponent.15 15 Following the framework of

Preminger (2011, 2014).
(20) Vocabulary Items for class on C

a. /k-/↔ [cl:k] / C

b. /f-/↔ [cl:f] / C

c. /l-/↔ [cl:◻] / C

(21) Vocabulary Items for C

a. /i-/↔ C / [def:indef,prox]

b. /u-/↔ C / [def:indef]

c. /a-/↔ C

⇒ Thus, the ordering in (18) must at least be an option.
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3.5 Mixed patterns

• Some languages exhibit multiple reexes of movement: A single instance of A-
movement has several reexes which follow dierent patterns.

✳ Basic idea
The reexes are the result of dierent agree-relations. The agree-triggering
features are ordered dierently relative to the merge-triggering features.

• Chamorro: P1 and P2
Wh-movement triggers a P1-reex on the verb (case agreement), as well as a P2-reex
on the complementizer (category agreement):16 16 agr = agreement marker

obl = oblique
l = linker(22) [CP1 XP [C C-R . . .v-R . . . [CP2 C . . .v-R . . . [CP3 C . . .v-R . . . XP ] ] ] ]

(23) Complementizer agreement for category

(24) Mixed reexes

(25) Analysis

[●wh●] ≻ [⋆cat:◻⋆] ≻ [●ef●] ≻ [⋆case:◻⋆]

• A mixture of P1 and P2 is also found in Indonesian.

• Kiitharaka: P1 and P3
In addition to the P3-reex with preverbal focus marking, there is also a P1-reex
with allomorphy selection of the present-tense marker:17 17 foc = focus marker

fv = nal vowel
perf = perfective
sm = subject marker

(26) Tense marker allomorphy

a.

b.

(27) Analysis

[●ef●] ≻ [⋆F:◻⋆] ≻ [●f●] ≻ [⋆l:◻⋆]
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⇒ Prediction: No P2 and P3
P2 and P3 require orderings that are mutually incompatible. Thus, the proposal
predicts that P2 and P3 cannot cooccur, which appears to be borne out.

(28) a. P2: [●f●] ≻ [⋆f:◻⋆] ≻ [●ef●]

b. P3: [●ef●] ≻ [⋆f:◻⋆] ≻ [●f●]

• Lexically-specied orderings

– In Wolof, u-chains are P2 (alternating with P1), and an-chains are P3 (alternating
with P4).

– Crucially, these two chain types do not cooccur, and so do not disprove the above
prediction.

– However, with language-wide ordering statements, there is no way to capture
this pattern in a single ordering statement.

– To get around this problem, Georgi proposes that a language’s general ordering
statement can be overwritten by a lexically-specied ordering.

– For example, in Wolof, the C head used in an-chains has a lexically-specied
ordering statement that results in P3.

3.6 Optionality

✳ Basic idea

– The ordering of operation-inducing features is only partial, with some features
not ordered relative to the others.

– Stacks of features on a given head must be totally ordered.

– If a head bears an operation-inducing feature whose order is not determined by
the ordering statement, then a total order is imposed on it.

• Partial ordering for P1–P2 alternation
For example: Wolof u-chains, Ewe subject pronoun choice18 18 unordered = to the right of

the pipe
(29) [●f●] ≻ [⋆f:◻⋆] ∣ [●ef●]

a. [●f●], [●ef●] ≻ [⋆f:◻⋆] ↝ P1

b. [●f●] ≻ [⋆f:◻⋆] ≻ [●ef●] ↝ P2

• Partial ordering for P3–P4 alternation
For example: Wolof an-chains

(30) [⋆f:◻⋆] ≻ [●f●] ∣ [●ef●]

a. [●ef●] ≻ [⋆f:◻⋆] ≻ [●f●] ↝ P3

b. [⋆f:◻⋆] ≻ [●f●], [●ef●] ↝ P4

⇒ Free alternations

– Note that nothing enforces [●ef●] to be ordered alike relative to agree in every
nonnal clause.
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– The location of [●ef●] on the head’s feature stack can in principle be chosen anew
in each of them.

– Such patterns are in fact attested, like in Wolof u-chains, which has the partial
ordering in (29):19 19 expl = expletive (default

class marker)
(31)

• Why not optional probes?
Georgi (2014:122) contends that the probe on intermediate heads being optionally
present is feasible, but is only a restatement of the facts and thus is not very insightful.

4 Alternatives

• TL;DR

– P3 is problematic for most alternatives.

– On the alternatives, optionality and mixed patterns require stipulative analyses,
e.g. accidental homophony, zero exponents.

– By contrast, the ordering approach is unied, simpler, and more elegant.

4.1 Absence of movement

✳ Basic idea
Absence of reex = absence of movement

– P2: moved XP is actually base-generated in the nal landing site

– P2: one-fell-swoop movement

– P3: moved XP does not actually move to the nal position

• Problem: Conceptual

– This analysis requires A-movement to dier drastically from language to language.

– Given that decades of research have shown that in many typologically diverse
languages, A-movement is subject to the same locality restrictions (i.e. islands),
this seems undesirable.
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• Problem: Island sensitivity

– Duala has a P2-reex, but A-movement is island-sensitive:

(32)

⇒ Not all P2 can be base-generation.

– Similarly, Kiitharaka has a P3-reex, but an island cannot intervene between the
nal clause and the topmost nonnal clause:

(33)

⇒ Not all P3 can be accounted for with no movement to the nal position.

• Problem: Mixed P1 and P2

– Chamorro has mixed P1- and P2-reexes:

(34)

– On this analysis, P1 would require movement through every clause, but P2 would
require one-fell-swoop movement. �

⇒ Not all P2 can be one-fell-swoop movement.

4.2 Absence of agreement

✳ Basic idea
Absence of reex = absence of agree

– P2: no probe on intermediate movement triggers

– P3: no probe on nal movement trigger
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⇒ This approach cannot handle a non-zero / non-zero alternation of exponents, like
with Wolof an-chains.

4.3 Enriched representations

✳ Basic idea
Opaque orderings are derived by reference to enriched representations in which
abstract elements (i.e. traces) occupy nonnal landing sites.

• Assumption: Two types of binding

– A-binding: Binder is in an A-position, e.g. [Spec, TP]

– A-binding: Binder is in an A-position, e.g. [Spec, CP]

• Deriving P2
The reex is an anaphor that must be locally A-bound:

(35)

• Deriving P1
The reex is an anaphor that must be locally A-bound, but traces can act as binders:

(36)

• Optionality arises if we allow languages to have both types of traces and to choose
freely between them, even within a single sentence, giving rise to free alternations.

⇒ Problem: Mixed P1 and P2
For P1, traces must be binders, but for P2, traces must not be binders. �

⇒ Problem: P3
To derive P3, traces must be binders, but the moved XP itself must not count as a
binder, which is questionable.

4.4 PF realization

✳ Basic idea
There is an agree-relation between the head H and the moving XP in every clause,
but languages dier in whether the syntactic agreement is morphologically realized
or not:20 20 Georgi discusses other PF-

analyses, all of which face
similar problems to the par-
ticular analysis discussed
here.

(37) a. P1

/a/↔ [●ef●]
/b/↔ [●f●]

b. P2

/∅/↔ [●ef●]
/b/↔ [●f●]
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c. P3

/a/↔ [●ef●]
/∅/↔ [●f●]

• Optionality can be derived through an optional impoverishment rule:

(38) a. [●ef●] → ∅

b. [●f●] → ∅

⇒ To get a simple P1 reex, the exponents /a/ and /b/ need to be homophonous, but
such homophony does not follow from anything.

5 Implications

Ê Extrinsic vs. intrinsic ordering

– For P1 and P2, [●f●] ≻ [⋆f:◻⋆], but for P3 and P4, [⋆f:◻⋆] ≻ [●f●].

– No principle can predict A ≻ B and B ≻ A at the same time.

⇒ Therefore, the order of operation-inducing features on a head must be extrinsic.

Ë agree is syntactic
P2–P4 require agree to apply before movement steps. If agree is post-syntactic
(i.e. at PF), this is not possible because movement happens in the narrow syntax.

5.1 Edge features

⇒ Question
How are [●ef●]s introduced?

• Chomsky’s (2000, 2001) answer

– [●ef●]s can be inserted on the head of a phase if the phase has discharged all of
its operation-inducing features.

– Thus, nonnal movement steps are the last operation triggered by a phase head.

⇒ This approach cannot derive P1 and P3, which require that nonnal movement
steps apply before agree. Thus, they are not the last operation in the phase.

• Müller’s (2010, 2011) answer

– An [●ef●] can be inserted on a phase head as long as it still bears at least one
operation-inducing feature.

– Since features are ordered on a stack and since [●ef●] is put on top, [●ef●] must
be discharged immediately after its insertion.

– Therefore, nonnal movement steps cannot be the last operation triggered by a
phase head.

⇒ This approach cannot derive P2 and P3, which require nonnal movement steps
to be the last operation in the phase.

Ì The crosslinguistic variation in reex patterns requires that the timing of edge
feature discharge be more exible, such that nonnal movement steps can apply at
various points of the derivation.
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✳ Georgi’s (2014) answer

– Edge-feature insertion applies dynamically according to the Numeration:

(39) Phase Balance

An edge feature [●ef●] is inserted on the selected phase head H for every
feature [●f●] on a head Y in the Numeration if:

a. Y ≠ H

b. there is no accessible matching feature [f].

(40) Accessibility

A feature [f] is accessible if it is part of the workspace and not selected.21 21 workspace: lexical items
in the numeration, previ-
ously generated trees that
are unconnected to the cur-
rent phrase marker

– [●ef●] is inserted on a head H selected for merge if there is another head Y in the
Numeration that has a structure-building feature [●f●] and there is no element E
with a matching feature [f] left in the workspace.

– Georgi refers to this approach as ‘in the Numeration’, but this characterization is
unclear (to me).

What to read if you want to learn more?

• Georgi (2014): The dissertation version with all the gory details!
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